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the human mind has ever experienced. Man had in the
interval come to consider or suspect himself to be im-
mortal- It is surprising that the early Jews, in whom
the sense of God was so strong, and who were familial'
with the conception of an Eternal Being, should yet have
been behind rather than before other nations in suspect-
ing the immortality of the soul. The Greek did not even in
the earliest times believe death to be annihilation, though
he thought it was fatal to all joy and vigour ; bat the
early Jews, the Legislator himself and most of the
Psalmists, limit their hopes and fears to the present life,
and compare man to the beasts that perish. How strange
a revolution of thought when the area of human hopes
and fortunes suddenly extended itself without limit!
Then first man must have felt himself great. Then first
too human relations gained a solidity and permanence
which they had never before seemed to have ; then the
great and wise of a remote past started into life again;
then the remote future moved nearer and became vivid
like the present. This revolution had in a great measure
taken place before the time of Christ. The suspicion of
immortality appears in the later prophets, that suspicion
which Christ himself was to develop into a glorious
confidence.
This extension of the term of -human life had a pro-
digious effect upon morality. We have spoken of Je-
hovah as legislating for the Jews. But .a law is nothing
unless it is enforced. Now in what way did Jehovah
enforce the law- He had given ? In the first place by
commissioned judges appointed from the people and
inspired by Him with the necessary wisdom. But many
crimes pass undetected by the judge, or his wisdom fails

